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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness the most amazing "Device" (=i.e. "PC" = "Personal Computer")
in the history of humankind, that has been invented in our Final Age now,
in this most specific respect here, now here thus:
===============

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, with regard to that
most amazing "Device" (=i.e. "PC" = "Personal Computer")
that has been introduced (on "December 19, 1974") to the whole World,
in this most specific respect now here =27/82)
and also within their own selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

QURAN TESTAMENT

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.
41/53

===============

So here is the most essential and exclusive Verse
in which this most amazing "Device" (=i.e. "PC" = "Personal Computer") of/in our Final Age now,
has thus clearly been foretold by our LORD

ALLAH, even from the very Beginning,

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, now here:

==================
82 And when the "PredictiveUtterance" (with regard to Code "19" here: 74/2630, 31)
has cometrue upon them,

We have brought out for them a "movingcreature" from the “earth” (=in arabic: "dabbatan" min al“ard”
=i.e. "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein, for/in this Final Age now),
**********
"computer" is in constant/rapid "movement" in its main "circuits," "lights," "screens," "presentation of all visuals/texts," etc.
hence it is rightfully foretold specifically as a "movingcreature" (=in arabic: "dabbatan") in this respect above.

*****
Whatever has lawfully and successfully been achieved or invented by humans are in fact created by

ALLAH

=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/62 = 8/17
hence it is rightfully foretold specifically as
**********

"We

have brought out for them ......" in this respect, above.

which will deliverWords (=in arabic: yuKallimu) to them:

"(Alas), the people have been, regarding
not attainingcertainty!"

Our

("19" coded) Signs (here =74/2630, 31)

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No. 27, Verse No. 82

==================
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/a/altair.htm
VVVVVVVVVVVVVV
Introduction of the first "PC" (="Personal Computer") to the whole World
The Alta r or Alta r 8800 computer from MITS was developed by Henry Edward Roberts
and ntroduced on "December 19, 1974"
It was later publ shed on the front cover of Popular Electron cs n 1975 mak ng t almost nstantly a huge success.
The Alta r 8800 ncluded an Intel 8080 processor, "1024 word" memory boards w th 256 bytes of memory
(expandable to 64 K).
It had several add t onal addons such as a memory board and nterface boards.
By August 1975, over 5,000 Alta r 8800 personal computers were sold and started the "PC" (="Personal Computer") revolut on.
.....................
.....................
VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

*We should certainly note that in this wellknown/specific Country
wherein this most amazing "Device" has thus been invented and introduced to the whole World
therein above, it is officially always stated in this specific order as:
Introduction Date: December 19, 1974

= "12 / 19 / 1974"

thereby, we will always take it into account precisely in these "specific orders" = "Month / Day / Year" above.
*And we should certainly note that
Code "19" in QURAN TESTAMENT is specifically foretold in Chapter "74",
so this Introduction Date we will specifically take into account above:
12

/

19

/

"19""74"

is thus absolutely Remarkable in this respect above, first of all!

And then again, Number

"19" in QURAN TESTAMENT is specifically referred to

and emphasized as ("their Number" = in arabic: "Iddatahum") therein
in Verse "31", Chapter "74",
so this Introduction Date we will specifically take into account above:
12 + 19 =

"31"

/

"74"

=19

is again absolutely Remarkable, also again in this respect above, from the very beginning!

So now let us see all of those most Powerful and clear Evidences

which will unmistakably show us that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
by HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly foretold in this most essential and exclusive Verse
in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=27/82),
about this most amazing "Device" (=i.e. "PC" = "Personal Computer") of/in our Final Age now,
that has been introduced to the whole World on
Introduction Date:

December 19, 1974

=

"12 / 19 / 1974"

above,

even from the very Beginning, now here thus:
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=27/82),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

27 / Verse No. 82
V

wa idha waqaa alQawlu alayhim
akhrajna lahum "daabbatan" min "alardi" tukallimuhum:

ﻭﺍﺫﺍ ﻭﻕﻉ ﺍﻝﻕﻭﻝ ﻉﻝﻯﻩﻡ
ﺍﺥﺭﺝﻥﺍ ﻝﻩﻡ ﺩﺍﺏﺓ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ ﺕﻙﻝﻡﻩﻡ
And when the PredictiveUtterance has cometrue upon them
We have brought out for them a "movingcreature" from "the earth"
deliveringWords to them:

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:
=

28

total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

3005

=

____________________________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that we have rightfully taken this unique letter (=)ﺓ
into account, exclusively as "two" letters (& ﺕ
and their Gematrical Values: (400 &

5)

)ﻩ,

respectively, for/in this case above,

because it is such a unique (compound) letter of Arabic alphabet which
can rightfully be considered as such separate/individual "two" letters, from the
very beginning.

____________________________________________________________

and then
again
also

V
wa idha waqaa alQawlu alayhim
akhrajna lahum "daabbatan" min "alardi" tukallimuhum:
"Anna alnaasa kanoo biAyatina la yuqinoona!"

ﻭﺍﺫﺍ ﻭﻕﻉ ﺍﻝﻕﻭﻝ ﻉﻝﻯﻩﻡ
ﺍﺥﺭﺝﻥﺍ ﻝﻩﻡ ﺩﺍﺏﺓ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ ﺕﻙﻝﻡﻩﻡ
ﻯﻭﻕﻥﻭﻥ

ﻝﺍ

ﺏﺍﺍﻯﺕﻥﺍ

ﻙﺍﻥﻭﺍ

ﺍﻝﻥﺍﺱ

ﺍﻥ

And when the PredictiveUtterance has cometrue upon them
We have brought out for them a "movingcreature" from "the earth"
deliveringWords to them:
"Alas, the people have been, regarding Our Signs, not attainingcertainty!"

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:
=

54

total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

3989

=

______________________________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that we have rightfully taken this unique letter (=)ﺓ
into account, basically as "one" letter ()ﺓ,
and its Gematrical Value: (400) correspondingly, for/in this case above,
because it is such a unique (compound) letter of Arabic alphabet which
can also rightfully be considered as such a joint/unified "one" letter, from the

can also rightfully be considered as such a joint/unified "one" letter, from the
very beginning.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

______________________________________________________________
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

27

82 And ..... We have brought out for them
a "movingcreature" from "the earth"
deliveringWords to them:

 ﺍ ﺥ ﺭ ﺝ ﻥ ﺍ ﻝ ﻩ ﻡ..... ﻭ
ﺩﺍﺏﺓ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
ﺕﻙﻝﻡﻩﻡ
or/and
again
also
82 And ..... We have brought out for them
a "movingcreature" from "the earth"
deliveringWords to them:
"Alas, the people have been, regarding Our Signs, not attainingcertainty!"

"Alas, the people have been, regarding Our Signs, not attainingcertainty!"

 ﺍ ﺥ ﺭ ﺝ ﻥ ﺍ ﻝ ﻩ ﻡ..... ﻭ
ﺩﺍﺏﺓ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
ﺕﻙﻝﻡﻩﻡ
ﻯﻭﻕﻥﻭﻥ

ﻝﺍ

ﺏﺍﺍﻯﺕﻥﺍ

ﻙﺍﻥﻭﺍ

ﺍﻝﻥﺍﺱ

ﺍﻥ

V
it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above

the introduction of "PC"
to the whole World
therein

Chapter

Verse

Month

Day

Year

27

82

12

19

1974

>

>

^

^

^

and then
Letters

G.Value

Year

Day

Month

28

3005

1974

19

12

>

>

^

^

^

or/and
again
also
Letters

G.Value

Year

Day

Month

54

3989

1974

19

12

>

>

^

^

^

===========
And
Thereafter
again
===========

V
the introduction of "PC"
to the whole World
therein

it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above

Year

Day

Month

Verse

Chapter

1974

19

12

82

27

^

^

^

<

<

and then
Year

Day

Month

Letters

G.Value

1974

19

12

28

3005

^

^

^

>

>

or/and
again
also
Year

Day

Month

Letters

G.Value

1974

19

12

54

3989

^

^

^

>

>

19
19
19

19
19
19

=

x...

=

x...

=

x...

=

x...

=

x...

=

x...

So, we can thus clearly and unmistakably see that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
by HIS Superb Knowledge that is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly foretold
in this most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=27/82) above
the Advent of this most amazing "Device" (=i.e. "PC" = "Personal Computer")
that has been introduced to the whole World on

"December 19, 1974"

=

"12 / 19 / 1974"

even from the very Beginning, in such a "Most
in QURAN TESTAMENT above.

above,

WONDROUS" & "Most MIRACULOUS"

manner,

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53
=
74/30
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

27

82 And ..... We have brought out for them
a "movingcreature" from "the earth"
deliveringWords to them:
"Alas, the people have been, regarding Our Signs, not attainingcertainty!"

 ﺍ ﺥ ﺭ ﺝ ﻥ ﺍ ﻝ ﻩ ﻡ..... ﻭ
ﺩﺍﺏﺓ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
ﺕﻙﻝﻡﻩﻡ
ﻯﻭﻕﻥﻭﻥ

ﻝﺍ

ﺏﺍﺍﻯﺕﻥﺍ

ﻙﺍﻥﻭﺍ

ﺍﻝﻥﺍﺱ

ﺍﻥ

V
it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above
Chapter

Verse

Month

Day

Year

27

82

12

19

1974

>

>

^

^

^

or/and
again

V
the introduction of "PC"
to the whole World
therein

the introduction of "PC"
to the whole World
therein

it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above

Year

Day

Month

Verse

Chapter

1974

19

12

82

27

^

^

<

^

19

=

<

19

x...

=

x...

So even in this Most Remarkable and Awesome "very first Step" Alone, above,
we can clearly and unmistakably witness that
Our LORD

ALLAH has thus already clearly foretold

in this most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=27/82) above
the Advent of this most amazing "Device" (=i.e. "PC" = "Personal Computer")
that has been introduced to the whole World on

"December 19, 1974"

=

"12 / 19 / 1974" above,

even from the very Beginning, in such a "Most
in QURAN TESTAMENT above.

WONDROUS" & "Most MIRACULOUS"

manner,

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53
=
74/30

So, is not our LORD

ALLAH Absolutely AllKnowing, AllAware, from the very Beginning,

of all past and present and future events, even long before they would actually take place here,
Finally, again here:
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 20/110

=

31/34

=

27/82
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82 And when the "PredictiveUtterance" (in Arabic: "AlQawlu",
thus espec ally, w th regard to the left s de of those "19" coded "Symmetr cal M racles" here, f rstly: 74/2630, 31)
has (thus) cometrue upon them,

We have (thereafter also) brought out for them (on "December 19, 1974") a "movingcreature" from the "earth"
(= n Arab c: "dabbatan" m n al"ard" = .e. "computer" made of all "earthly" mater als there n, for/ n th s F nal Age now),
which will deliverWords (= n arab c: yuKall mu) to them:
"(Alas), the people have been, regarding
not attainingcertainty!"

Our

("19" coded) Signs (here =74/2630, 31)

(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, for/in this

Final Age now.)

83 And the Day We gather from every Community a party that "denied" thus especially, on "the left side"
of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/47
84 And when they have come,

HE will say:

Our Signs (=biAyatina), then they will be driven.

Have you "denied" thus especially, also on "the right side"

of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 MY Signs (=biAyatiy ), while you did not (truly try to)
comprehend them (with your) Knowledge? Or what was that you were you working for (there: 41/40 = 34/56)?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that
those "S gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left s de" above (=29/47), and those "S gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the r ght s de"
above (=29/49), are thus d rectly related to the "Rem nder" (="Dh kra") there n, f rst of all (=29/47

= 29/49 = 29/"51"),

and "19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" of/ n QURAN TESTAMENT s that "Rem nder" (="Dh kra")
here (=74/2630,

"31"), from the very beg nn ng!

_________________________________________________________________________________________

85 And the "PredictiveUtterance" (in Arabic: "AlQawlu", here aga n, as n Verse No. 82, at the very beg nn ng above,
thus espec ally, w th regard to the r ght s de of those "19" coded "Symmetr cal M racles" here, f nally: 74/2630, 31)
has (thus) cometrue upon them,
for that they actedwickedly; so (here n th s Case aga n now: 4/1718 eventually) they shall not (be able to find
any truthful excuse to) talk (there n: 77/3436 X 6/2728)!

QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82838485
==================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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Because this 1 time prophecy is fulfilled, it's maybe a good idea to change the quran verse (27:82) a little bit , because the verse is now not valid anymore.
Maybe we should change it to a past form, like:
"And remember when the "PredictiveUtterance" cametrue upon them, We had (thereafter also) brought out for them (on "December 19, 1974") a "movingcreature" from the
"earth"....
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what we need to understand is , either the creature made up of life or without life...
computer are machines and they required a man to operate it as well as to create it...
if quran is referring to the creature with life then computer is exempted from it....
electricity can also fit if you refer earthly material in it.. we know electricity is generated through water at first through turbines that generat electricity and the material like silicon,
electronic apparatus most of it also comes from earth like wires and poles tht made up of metals...
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from that electricity computer also inginites ... so electricity is the closing understanding ... but for sure only God knows what is it...
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I dnt know what generations of computer you are reffering here when I was the student of computing in my late teenage .. the generations of computer get advance from time to time
and the computer what we have today a digital computer that is also being used by American navy back in 1938..
the mobile phones of today are also the comixture of modern computer with modern telephone....
so if we have to calculate the prophecy of telephone we will not take it from the discovery of mobile but we will point it out to the discovery of graham bell first telephonic device...
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Quote from: Bender on January 07, 2017, 04:49:07 AM

Because this 1 time prophecy is fulfilled, it's maybe a good idea to change the quran verse (27:82) a little bit ,
because the verse is now not valid anymore.
Maybe we should change it to a past form, like:
"And remember when the "PredictiveUtterance" cametrue upon them,
We had (thereafter also) brought out for them (on "December 19, 1974") a "movingcreature" from the "earth"....

Salaam/Peace Bender,

It is already perfectly in "past tense," in QURAN's Arabic Text here =12/12,
word for word therein thus:

==================
82 And when the "PredictiveUtterance" (=in Arabic: "AlQawlu")
cametrue upon them (=in Arabic: waqaa alayhim)

We (thereafter also) brought out for them (=in Arabic: akhrajna lahum) a "movingcreature" from the "earth"
(=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"), which would deliverWords (=in Arabic: tuKallimu) to them:
"(Alas), the people have been, regarding
not attainingcertainty!"

Our

("19" coded) Signs (here =74/2630, 31)

QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82
==================

Because our LORD

ALLAH is totally and absolutely Above and Beyond our whole "TimeSpace" dimension

here (=70/4),
thus

HE has already Seen, from Above, and clearly Witnessed all whatever will happen in the Future

of/in our whole Universe here (20/110 = 31/34), from the very Beginning.
So I believe, due to this Awesome Fact above,

HE has clearly and unmistakably foretold us in QURAN TESTAMENT

(*thus at least, from 14 centuries ago for us here)
all such Future Events (especially, including "the Advent of ComputerR" in this respect, first of all, above)
and Events that would take place towards the very End of our whole Universe here, and even in the Hereafter then,
often perfectly in "past tense" throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT here =81/114 & 54/13 &
39/7174 & .........), from the very Beginning.

Remain in peace/salaam.
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Quote from: imrankhawaja on January 07, 2017, 09:57:22 AM

what we need to understand is , either the creature made up of life or without life...
computer are machines and they required a man to operate it as well as to create it...
if quran is referring to the creature with life then computer is exempted from it....

Salaam/Peace Imran,
It is specifically described in this most essential Verse (=27/82) above, as:
...... a "movingcreature" from the "earth" (=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"), .........
but it does Not say it will be an animate/alive "movingcreature" (=in Arabic: "dabbatan"),
so I believe, therefore it can perfectly be an inanimate/nonalive "movingcreature" (=in Arabic: "dabbatan"),
in this most essential Verse in this most Specific respect above (=27/82).
Also because this specific term in Arabic above: "dabbatan"
is derived from the root word: "dababa" which indicates: orderly/rapid/regular "movement",
a similar word derived from that same root above, as: "dabbabat"
is used e.g. specifically to refer to "a machine made of skins and wood used in war" therein in the past.
ArabicEnglish Lexicon by Edward William Lane

http://www.tyndalearchive.com/tabs/lane/

Quote from: imrankhawaja on January 07, 2017, 09:57:22 AM

electricity can also fit if you refer earthly material in it.. we know electricity is generated through water at first
through turbines that generat electricity and the material like silicon, electronic apparatus most of it also comes
from earth like wires and poles tht made up of metals...
from that electricity computer also inginites ... so electricity is the closing understanding ...
but for sure only God knows what is it...

"electricity" (=i.e. orderly/rapid/regular movement of "electrons") is the main component/driving force of this
a "movingcreature" from the "earth" (=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"),
i.e. "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein, which would deliverWords (=in Arabic: tuKallimu) to them: ............

as specifically foretold in this most essential Verse above (=27/82),
because most essentially due to that perfect "movement" (=i.e. orderly/rapid/regular flow of "electrons")
this "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein above
is thus able to (in its screen and also speakers) deliver(those)Words above (=in Arabic: tuKallimu) to them: ............
to all Humanity in this Final Age now (=27/82), from the very Beginning.

Quote from: imrankhawaja on January 07, 2017, 10:05:05 AM

I dnt know what generations of computer you are reffering here
when I was the student of computing in my late teenage .. the generations of computer get advance from time to time
and the computer what we have today a digital computer that is also being used by American navy back in 1938..
the mobile phones of today are also the comixture of modern computer with modern telephone....
so if we have to calculate the prophecy of telephone we will not take it from the discovery of mobile
but we will point it out to the discovery of graham bell first telephonic device...

Here absolutely the "PC" (="Personal Computers") have exclusively been referred to above,
because our LORD

ALLAH clearly tells us that we will be gathered to HIM "personally/individually" (=19/95),

first of all.
So, the "PC" (="Personal Computers") ability (in its screen and also speakers) to deliver(those)Words above
to all Humanity (=in Arabic: tuKallimu ... alNaas) "personally/individually", and also "collectively" then,
should be a perfect Reason to exclusively refer to
the introduction of first "PC" (="Personal Computers") to the whole World in this Respect above, in the very first place.
And then also, if we absolutely pay attention to this most essential Fact, here again:
===========================================================
quote author=LastDay3 link=topic=9604301.msg400456#msg400456 date=1483740098

*And we should certainly note that
Code

"19" in QURAN TESTAMENT is specifically foretold in Chapter "74",

so this Introduction Date of the first "PC" (="Personal Computers") to the whole World,
above, on
12

/

19

/

"19" "74"

is thus absolutely Remarkable in this respect above, first of all!

And then again, Number

"19" in QURAN TESTAMENT is specifically referred to and emphasized

as ("their Number" = in arabic: "Iddatahum") therein in Verse

"31",

Chapter

"74",

so this Introduction Date of the first "PC" (="Personal Computers") to the whole World,
above, on
12 + 19 =

"31"

/

=

19 "74"

is again absolutely Remarkable, in this respect above, from the very beginning!
===========================================================

So therefore, I strongly believe that
we should thus undoubtedly and absolutely refer exclusively
to the introduction of first "PC" (="Personal Computers") on that most specific "Date"
to the whole World above,
with regard to this most Awesome Prophecy here (=27/82),
due to these most

Clear and perfect Signs of our LORD ALLAH above, from the very Beginning.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Posts: 744
Gender:

The Advent of "ComputeR" on <December 19, 1974> awesomely foretold here!
=27/82
« Reply #620 on: January 09, 2017, 01:01:11 AM »

Salaam/Peace to All,
finally, let us clearly see a most miraculous Prophecy of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
with regard to this most specific
"movingcreature" from the "earth" (=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"), .........
=i.e. "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein,
which would "deliverWords" (=in Arabic: "tuKallimu") to all Humanity, in this Final Age now,
as it is clearly foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT in this most essential Verse (=27/82) above,
(*please, absolutely see it in the previous posts, starting from reply#610 above)
now here thus:
==========
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
The "movingcreature" (=i.e. that "dabbat" wh ch s clearly foretold n th s most essent al Verse =27/82 above)
will emerge, and with it shall be due to/on the left s de of those "19" coded Tables here now the seal of "Solomon,"
and due to/on the r ght s de of those "19" coded Tables here now the staff of "Moses!"
So, it will brighten the face of
"the believer"
with the staff (therein),

and it will seal the nose of

and it will seal the nose of

"the disbeliever"
with the seal (therein);

till when the People of Congregation gather together,
and (finally) they will say:
"this"

"this"
a "believer"
(therein),

=================================================================
*in Arabic, the Gematrical Value of this most miraculous Statement above:

ُﻳَﺎ ُﻣ ْﺅ ِﻣﻥ
is exactly:

380

190
=19x...

=i.e.

َﻫﺎ

َﻫﺎ
&

ﻓَﻳَﻘُﻭ ُﻝ
190
=19x...

&
(therein),
=================================================================

and (then) it will be said:

"this"
"this"
a "disbeliever"
(therein)!

Tirmidhi, Book: 47, Hadith: 3490
==========

So please, absolutely see on your "movingcreature" (=in Arabic: "dabbat") = i.e. your "computer"
the Perfect Fulfillment of this most miraculous Prophecy of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above,
in this Final Age now, on page: 1617 here:

A PHENOMENAL MIRACLE (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/APHENOMENALMIRACLE(1).pdf

So please, absolute pay attention to clearly witness, first of all, therein:
"Solomon" (PbuH) (due to h s "seal") on the left side, and "Moses" (PbuH) (due to h s "staff") on the right side,
in this most specific Respect above,
and then again, all of those truthful "Believers" on the left side & on the right side, "above" therein,
and then all of those untruthful "Disbelievers" on the left side & on the right side, "below" therein,
in this most specific Respect again above, from the very Beginning.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Bender
Wise One / Burnout

Re: The Advent of "ComputeR" on <December 19, 1974> awesomely foretold
here! =27/82
« Reply #621 on: January 09, 2017, 11:12:05 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 08, 2017, 12:37:47 AM
Salaam/Peace Bender,
It is already perfectly in "past tense," in QURAN's Arabic Text here =12/12,
word for word therein thus:

Salaam LastDay3,
Posts: 2389
Gender:

I thought "itha" is used for what comes and "ith" for what already happened, but I could be wrong.
In case you you are right, I am wondering how people before 1974 read this verse.
Logged
Alhamdu lillahi rabbi alalameen

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

The Advent of "ComputeR" on <December 19, 1974> awesomely foretold here!
=27/82
« Reply #622 on: January 09, 2017, 04:18:49 PM »

Posts: 744
Gender:

Quote from: Bender on January 09, 2017, 11:12:05 AM

Salaam LastDay3,
I thought "itha" is used for what comes, and "ith" for what already happened, but I could be wrong.

Salaam/Peace Bender,
yes, it may be true in most cases, but not necessarily in all cases; because e.g. I can clearly see
"itha" for a future Event here =81/114, ......
and also for a past Event here =62/1, .......
and then
"ith" for a past Event here =3/187, ......
and also for a future Event here =34/5154, ......

Quote from: Bender on January 09, 2017, 11:12:05 AM

In case you are right, I am wondering how people before 1974 read this verse.

==================
82 And when the "PredictiveUtterance" (=in Arabic: "AlQawlu") ===> here: "74/2627282930, 31"
cametrue upon them (=in Arabic: waqaa alayhim) (in the year:

"1974" therein)

****************************
because the Code "19" is clearly foretold in Chapter "74" , hence the year:
****************************

"1974" above

We (thereafter also) brought out for them (=in Arabic: akhrajna lahum) a "movingcreature" from the "earth"
(=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"),
=i.e. "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein, (on December 19,
which would deliverWords (=in Arabic: tuKallimu) to them:
"(Alas), the People have been, regarding

Our

"1974" therein)

("19" coded) Signs (here ="74/2630, 31" )

not attainingcertainty!"

QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82
==================
Therefore, I strongly believe because that
this most specific "PredictiveUtterance" (=in Arabic: "AlQawlu") ===> here: "74/2627282930, 31"
had Not cometrue upon previous generations (who lived before "1974") therein,
and so, due to the fact that they Never witnessed any of these ("19" coded) Signs (here ="74/2630, 31")
therein,
then they would Never be hold accountable in this respect,
due to this Most Equitable and Just Decree of our LORD
here (=i.e.

ALLAH

HE Never holds accountable someone with what is Not given to him/her =65/7),

from the very beginning, here: 65/7 = 17/15 & 26/208209 & .........).

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Posts: 744
Gender:

The Advent of "ComputeR" on <December 19, 1974> awesomely foretold here!
=27/82
« Reply #623 on: January 10, 2017, 03:16:56 PM »

Salaam/Peace to All,
finally, let us also clearly see a most miraculous Prophecy of Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him)
with regard to this most specific

with regard to this most specific
"movingcreature" from the "earth" (=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"), .........
=i.e. "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein,
which would "deliverWords" (=in Arabic: "tuKallimu") to all Humanity, in this Final Age now,
as it is clearly foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT in this most essential Verse (=27/82) above,
(*please, absolutely see it in the previous posts, starting from reply#610 above)
now here thus:

==========
Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:
27 Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the food that endures for eternal Life,
which the "Son of Man" (= .e. a most spec f c reference to the long awa ted and ant c pated
Mess ah & Mahdee "descendant" of Prophet Dav d and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon both of Them)
as clearly and unm stakably been foretold n Psalms/Zaboor 118/1926 & Quran, Al Imran 81 = Ahzab 78
will give to you.
For on him (=i.e. that "Son of Man" again above) The LORD GOD has set HIS "Seal" (=i.e. number "19").
======
* Prophet Jesus (PbuH) n one spec f c occas on most m raculously/cur ously sa d to them,
n such Prophet c W sdom there n:
(Was it) not the "10" (who were) cleansed but/so "9" is where? (=Luke 17/17)
=i.e. because thus together "10" + "9" = "19" was/is the cleansed Number (=i.e. that "Seal" above),
by the Perfect Decree of GOD, from the very Beginning.
======

38 And Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said: For I have come down from heaven, not to do my own will but
the Will of HIM (=The LORD) Who sent me.
39 And this is the Will of HIM (=The LORD) Who sent me, that I should lose nothing of all that HE has given me,
but raise it up on the "Last Day" (=i.e. "Last Third Millennium" here now: "2001" ........ "3000").
======
because "1 Day" s always deemed "1000 Years", n the S ght of our Lord ALLAH,
n Psalms/Zaboor here =90/4 and also n Quran Testament here =22/47, n th s most spec f c respect there n.
======
40 For this is the Will of my LORD, that everyone who sees the "Servant" (=i.e. that "Son of Man" again above) and
believes in him should have eternal Life, and (The LORD said):
I will raise him up on the "Last Day" (=i.e. "Last Third Millennium" here again now: "2001" ........ "3000").
=====
* Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon H m) thus emphas zes that "Last Day" (=i.e. "Last Third Millennium" =Luke 18/33)
exclus vely "tw ce" n th s spec f c occas on and perfect Context above, thus also and espec ally to r ghtfully refer us to
th s Magn f cent W sdom there n:
Last
"Day" "Day" "Day"
1

02

03

>

>

>

Last
"Day" "Day" "Day"
or/and

03

02

1

<

<

<

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

*Please, absolutely note that
the first discovery with regard to Code

"19" has been made

within that second "Day" (=specifically in

1974 therein),

and then it absolutely, completely and perfectly became Manifest, by the Immense Blessing of

ALLAH,

within this Last Third "Day" now,
hence those second "Day" and finally that Last Third "Day" can Rightfully and legitimately be placed
in this most specific exclusive manner, for/in both sides, therein above.

..................
..................
43 Prophet Jesus (PbuH) answered them and said: Do not grumble among yourselves.
44 (Because) no one can come to me unless The LORD Who sent me draws him/her. And (The LORD said):
I will raise him up (=i.e. that "Son of Man" again above) on the "Last Day" (= .e. w th n "Last Third Millennium"
here: "2001" ........ "3000").
45 It is written in the Prophets: "And they (=i.e. truthful Believers) will all be taught by GOD."
(Because) everyone who has heard and learned from The LORD (in QURAN TESTAMENT in this "Last Day" above now)
comes to me.
(*Because ALLAH clearly and unm stakably Commands unto all truthful Bel evers
to absolutely bel eve n the "Words" granted by HIM unto Prophet Jesus (PbuH) above,
clearly and unm stakably, here =QURAN TESTAMENT 4/158159 = 3/84 = 5/4647, 6869)
GOSPEL, John 6/27, 3840, 4345
==========

So finally, in this most specific Respect, at the very beginning, above:
==========
21 And Prophet Jesus (PbuH) said to them: Is a "Lamp" brought in to be put under a basket, or under a bed,
and not on a "Lampstand" (=i.e. "Computer" due to ts perfectly " llum nat ng" property there n now).
22

For nothing is "hidden"
except "to be made manifest,"
(on that "Computer" again,)
due to/on the left s de

of those

"19" coded Tables above now,

and nothing is "secret"
except "to come to light,"
(on that "Computer" again,)
due to/on the r ght s de
of those

"19" coded Tables above now!

=====
*So please, absolutely see aga n that most spec f c
"mov ngcreature" from the "earth" (= n Arab c: "dabbatan" m n al"ard"), .........
= .e. "Computer" made of all "earthly" mater als there n,
wh ch would "del verWords" (= n Arab c: "tuKall mu") n perfect Symmetry ("19" &
to all Human ty, n th s F nal Age now,

"19")

as t s clearly foretold n QURAN TESTAMENT n th s most essent al Verse (=27/82 = 74/2630, 31) above,
(*please, absolutely see it in the previous posts, starting from reply#610 above)

spec f cally, n th s Respect aga n now.
=====

23 So, if anyone has left & r ght "ears" to hear, let him/her hear!

GOSPEL, Mark 4/2123
==========

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Bender
Wise One / Burnout

Re: The Advent of "ComputeR" on <December 19, 1974> awesomely foretold
here! =27/82
« Reply #624 on: January 10, 2017, 04:01:57 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 09, 2017, 04:18:49 PM

Salaam/Peace Bender,
yes, it may be true in most cases, but not necessarily in all cases; because e.g. I can clearly see

Posts: 2389

"itha" for a future Event here =81/114, ......
and also for a past Event here =62/1, .......

Gender:

Salaam LastDay3,
I think you meant 63:1
I understand why you think it is used there for a past event.
Quote
and then
"ith" for a past Event here =3/187, ......
and also for a future Event here =34/5154, ......

Just a consideration for 34:51, the verse begins with "WaLaw", maybe it has something to do with that.
btw when I started to look where I can find an "ith" in 34:5254, I did not see any.
So I started to read the verses.
When I finished reading I was wondering, is LastDay3 sending me a hidden message here, or am I just a little bit too drunk.

Quote

==================
82 And when the "PredictiveUtterance" (=in Arabic: "AlQawlu") ===> here: "74/2627282930, 31"

cametrue upon them (=in Arabic: waqaa alayhim) (in the year:

"1974" therein)

****************************
because the Code

"19" is clearly foretold in Chapter "74", hence the year: "1974" above

****************************

We (thereafter also) brought out for them (=in Arabic: akhrajna lahum) a "movingcreature" from the "earth"
(=in Arabic: "dabbatan" min al"ard"),
=i.e. "computer" made of all "earthly" materials therein, (on

December 19, "1974" therein)

which would deliverWords (=in Arabic: tuKallimu) to them:
"(Alas), the People have been, regarding

Our

(

"19" coded) Signs

(here ="74/2630,

31")

not attainingcertainty!"

QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82
==================
Therefore, I strongly believe because that
this most specific "PredictiveUtterance" (=in Arabic: "AlQawlu") ===> here: "74/2627282930, 31"

"1974") therein,
and so, due to the fact that they Never witnessed any of these ( "19" coded) Signs
had Not cometrue upon previous generations (who lived before

(here ="74/2630,

31")

therein,
then they would Never be hold accountable in this respect,
due to this Most Equitable and Just
here (=i.e.

Decree of

our LORD

ALLAH

HE Never holds accountable someone with what is Not given to him/her =65/7),

from the very beginning, here: 65/7 = 17/15 & 26/208209 & .........).

Remain in peace/salaam.

I really tried to read what you wrote here but the overdose of emphasis's/highlights/underlinings/references/etc almost killed me.
Logged
Alhamdu lillahi rabbi alalameen

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Posts: 744
Gender:

"Fasting" written unto us for "1 Month," or for "7 Days," here =2/183185
« Reply #625 on: January 11, 2017, 07:40:09 PM »

Salaam/Peace dear AdminsMods,
Due to the fact that there are no numbers directly related to Miracle "19" here,
but exclusively and only there are these most Specific
number of "Days" (=365) and "Months" (=12) and "Days" (=30) and "Seasons" (=3)
of/in a Year, throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
I have considered this Section to be most appropriate for this important Topic,
in this most specific Respect, here:
"Fasting" written unto us for "1 Month," or for "7 Days," here =2/183185
but if you do not agree, please, move it to another Section you may deem most appropriate
for this important Topic above,

but if you do not deem it appropriate for no other Section at all, then please, delete it completely.
(=*Please, do not move it to Code "19" Section because it is not directly related
to Miracle "19", as I have tried to clearly emphasize above.)
Then I will absolutely try to post it, soon, in some other Forums/Platforms, inshaALLAH.
Thanks. May ALLAH Bless us All. (=10/6264)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

The Advent of "ComputeR" on <December 19, 1974> awesomely foretold here!
=27/82
« Reply #626 on: January 12, 2017, 03:05:50 AM »

Posts: 744
Gender:

Quote from: Bender on January 10, 2017, 04:01:57 PM

Salaam LastDay3,
I think you meant 63:1
I understand why you think it is used there for a past event.

Salaam/Peace Bender,
I apologize for my mistake (=34/50), thank you for correcting it, because, yes, definitely I meant 63/1.
I consider it essentially a "past Event" in this specific Context therein (=63/123),
but I also believe it may repeat in the Future and can thus refer to a "future Event" therein also. (27/93 = 41/53)
And also considering the Fact that every truthful Believer who rightfully recites the Verses of the SCRIPTURE
unto all People are also called such "messengers" (=in Arabic: "rusulun" minkum) here in this specific Context (=6/130131),
so I believe the above Verses (=63/123) may thus also refer to "present and future Events," with regard to each and
every of those such "messengers" (=in Arabic: "rusulun" minkum) above, always, at least, in some aspects of it
therein now (63/123 = 6/130131).

Quote from: Bender on January 10, 2017, 04:01:57 PM

Just a consideration for 34:51, the verse begins with "WaLaw", maybe it has something to do with that.
btw when I started to look where I can find an "ith" in 34:5254, I did not see any.
So I started to read the verses.
When I finished reading I was wondering, is LastDay3 sending me a hidden message here, or am I just a little bit too drunk.

But I can still clearly see some other Verses (specifically beginning with "Ith" again) for a "future Event"
also here (=5/110, 5/116, ......), without "WaLaw" in the beginning of them.
Be absolutely sure, my dear friend Bender, that I never give "hidden messages,"
all my Messages must be hundred percent "clear, open and straightforward" always, inshaALLAH. (5/67 = 16/82)
You are still my perfectly sober and truly wise Friend here,
your current avatar (=heavily drinking Man) can never make me think otherwise about you,
not even a moment, not even just a little bit, at no moment, never, inshaALLAH.

Quote from: Bender on January 10, 2017, 04:01:57 PM

I really tried to read what you wrote here but the overdose of emphasis's/highlights/underlinings/references/etc almost killed me.

As I have said above, what I write here must be hundred percent "clear, open and straightforward"
for everyone. (5/67 = 16/82)
For that reason, I spend time for all of those emphasis's/highlights/underlinings/references/etc.
They are not intended to kill anyone, but to make it unmistakably clear for everyone, to give Eternal Life (=8/24)
to everyone who will truly spend a little time to truly understand this Most Important Message above, in the history of Religion,
in this Final Age now.
So finally, I will sincerely request from you, my dear friend Bender, as I have done previously,
here again:
Quote

...................
...................
Indeed (in my eyes) you are almost guilty, Bender.
Because you are asking many significant/loaded/meaningful Questions,
always using minimum number of words,
and I feel obliged to answer them in a most clear, understandable and manifest manner, as best as I can,
because I believe if I do not do this (=balaag mubeen = clear/manifest delivery) then I would absolutely be guilty
in the Eyes of

ALLAH

(=5/67 & 7/67 & 16/82 & .........).

So please, do me a favor, and do not ask any more questions, for now,
because I have to go back and do this now (=73/110), and also I may have to reply, urgently,
in some other Sections here as well.

ALLAH.

We may continue, as much/long as you wish, soon, insha

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

